Retreat Range

Booth

FEATURES

Freestanding acoustic booth with ergonomically-designed seating and modular, reconfigurable screens.

Dimensions
Back heights: 1350H
Seat height: 450H

Options
2- and 4-Seater Booths
Modular kit of parts: screens are reconfigurable
Screen can be upholstered or is available as a simple, ply panel.
Available upholstered in a variety of fabrics. Seat and screen can be upholstered in contrasting colours
Worktops: Available in LPL, HPL, veneer or solid timber in the colour of your choice.

Accessories
Variety of table options including Shift Split for superior ergonomic support
Optional 32" screen or monitor arm option fixed to screen wall
Optional power integration including Connect Us, Connect Me, Mini Flip Dual or Wireless Charging
Lumbar support clipped to the back panel
Optional monitor arms
Underdesk tray
Mount for umbilical for tidy cable management
Adjustable levelling glides
10 year warranty
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Retreat curved corner panel

250 outside radius
225 inside radius

Glide detail

Standard envelope screen end

Optional straight screen end

Retreat straight panel

25mm glide with 20mm adjustability

25mm glide with 20mm adjustability
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Retreat Booth - 2 Person (RB1-SB)

Retreat Booth - 4 person

Glide detail

Standard envelope screen end

Optional straight screen end

25mm glide with ±20mm adjustability